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"Big Bang!" The Musical, was performed at the Kallang Theatre
from 8th to the 18th July 1995. Kenneth Lyen and Desmond Moey
wrote the music and lyrics of the songs. The script was written by
Stephen Yan. Iskandar Ismail & Adrain Oh provided additional
music.
The musical is a powerful story about a person whose handicap (motor neuron
disease) does not prevent him from exploring the beginning of the universe. The
character, Peter Morris, is inspired by the famous astrophysicist, Professor Stephen
Hawking, who propounded the Big Bang Theory. Although science is the background,
the main theme behind the musical is a tender love story between Peter Morris and
Anne, and of man's quest to find the truth for himself, even in the face of the
limitations of science.
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Act1
Peter Morris reminisces about the
beginning of the universe.

BIG BANG!
Music & Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

ASTRONOMERS' WOES
Words and Music by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen

Ho
Oh, Hsu, my jolly good old pal,
What in the heavens will it tell?
Feels so good - Peking ducks,
Just enjoy the sweet sweet smell!
Life is great, life is fun,
When you've got your job well done
Let the gold come pouring in;
Life has only just begun!

Here is my quest, to seek and find
The law that holds all galaxies.
This is my dream to have the answer
For all that we see.
Light, mass, motions of the stars;
Force fields, and black holes from afar.
Laws seemingly in divide,
I'm sure they're unified!

Hsu
Hold your tongue, old friend, Ho,
There are things you'd never know.
Good for us, we did well,
Great eclipse, super show!
Told the Emp'ror years before,
What rewards has he in store?
Adulation pouring in;
Honour, glory, gifts galore!

Time, it holds the key,
To make this big discovery!
Begin with time and we will fathom
This deep mystery!
Once when all of space was dark.
Quarks form from one creative spark
Then life explodes in a bang,
Almighty Bang!

But what is life without real care,
With whom this honour will I share?
Glory to the Emperor,
From him a wish I would not d a r e Yet my heart it wants so much,
More than jade my hands would touch
Wishing for the Princess' love,
It is tragic, it is such!

And so we search the universe;
To find that singularity
The truth shall be the guiding light
For all eternity.
Clear, bright, visions of the past;
Space, time the only things that last!
Lead us to where we once began
The single great Big Bang!

Ho
Princess Jade is who you want?
You will never see the sun!
Even though you told him so,
Emperor Yao won't have this son...

PETER M O R R I S
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Emperor Yao was not told of the solar
eclipse which the astronomers were
supposed to report. The Emperor wants
to execute them.

Hsu
What do you mean I told him so,
You were the one who said you'd go!
I went to teach that little Prince,
You were to let the Emperor know!
Ho
No such thing, old friend Hsu,
I was counting just on you!
You didn't tell him, I didn't too

Hsu
My, oh, my, now what to do!
Ho
Goodness me - big disgrace,

Ho & Hsu
Mercy, mercy, mercy!

PETER

ANNE

CHORUS

ARIS

CHORUS

You're my joy, you are my pride!

His name is Aris (Aris),
Yeah great ol' Aristotle,
The only one who can solve any riddle.
He is Aris (Aris), yeah great ol' Aristotle,
And there ain't no question
That he can't answer.

Are you crazy?

EMPEROR YAO

Each time I look at the stars,
I realize just how small we are.

Sheer audacity!
Nobody dares to refute
great Aris.

PETER

(You're my love, you are my pride!)

(...Guards!)
ANNE

Hsu
Solar Eclipse has taken place!
Ho & Hsu
Emperor Yao, he'll be mad,

And your heads I'll have them
Both displaced!
Ho & Hsu
Mercy, mercy, mercy!
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(Stars light our way tonight)
Each time I look at the stars
I feel you're there with me
Up amongst the stars
Of our destinies.
©1995 Rainbow Music

PETER

Has one defined how love begins?
It intertwines the thoughts within?

ARIS

Words and Music by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen

It is a modern setting where Peter and
Anne meets and they sing about love by
the river.

E M P E R O R YAO

Eclipse of the sun
When did it come?
Do you know what evil you have done!
What a loss of face,
Brought me disgrace!
And your heads I'll have them
Both displaced!
Ho & Hsu
We did our best, please, just set us free!
Mercy, mercy, mercy!
EMPRESS

Eclipse of the sun - so it has come,
What is done can never be undone....
EMPEROR YAO

Such a loss of face,
Brought me disgrace!
EMPRESS

This is their best,
They deserve the rest!
EMPEROR YAO

And your heads I'll have them
Both displaced!

I LIKE YOUR MIND
Music & Words by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen

Music and Words by Adrain Oh
PETER

Look at the stars,
How brightly they shine
Up in the sky.
Think for a while,
They're so many miles
From where we are.
Still I'll reach out,
There's no stopping me,
I want to know
Just what it is
That makes the world
The way it is.

Please stay a while, and hear my plea;
It's not my style but can't you see
I need to know if you feel for me...
For all I am is in my mind.
ANNE

You touch my heart with how you think.
That's where we start - of love we sing!
I feel the warmth of the moonlit night
I think I do, I like your mind.
PETER

Love - the sweetest time for me
ANNE

(Love, you and me, yes, it's love
I'm in love so deeply)

ANNE

I've found something
Amidst the stars
Something I've long so much
To know in my heart.
That by my side,
There'll be a star as bright;
Together we'll shine
For endless nights.

PETER

You're my love - stay by my side
ANNE

(By your side, I'd stay)
PETER

Till the end of all eternity...
PETER

(Till the end, all eternity)
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Music and Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

HERACLITUS

Can we be sure of the way we feel?
Are you in love - what's in your mind?

So you over there,
What do you think of this?

STUDENTS

Big Bang, an explosion
Of the mightiest kind!

Year after year, we hear the stories;
Is there a truth which can set us free?
When will we ever
Come to terms with reality
And who'd make it plain for all to see?

So deep in love, nothing more to find
I know I do, I like your mind...
I know I do, I like your mind.

Does that mean great Aristotle,
No beginning there is?
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ARIS

Correct, Egad, I'm glad ya know that,
He who dares differ must surely be mad.

A comical scene where Aristotle is
doing a rap with his students and
discussing the issue of how the
universe began.

ARIS
Music and Words by Adrain Oh
CHORUS

His name is Aris (Aris),
Yeah great ol' Aristotle,
The only one who can solve any riddle.
He is Aris (Aris), yeah great ol' Aristotle,
And there ain't no question
That he can't answer.
ARIS

Good morning everybody,
Now listen to this,
Today I'm gonna rap
What I wrote in my thesis.
Those who may have read
Will know it is endless,
This Universe we live in,
In time and space is boundless.

Time is a river,
Step into the river of time.
Look up at the quintessence,
Perfect circle,
No beginning, no end.
Heraclitus, so tell us,
CHORUS

What is your conclusion?

ARIS

Well, I'm sorry Heraclitus,
Though you think you're really bright,
You don't seriously think
That they will buy this nonsense, right?
Just to think, an explosion,
Was how it all began,
Surely you jest,
About your theory - Big Bang!

His name is Aris (Aris),
Yeah great ol' Aristotle,
The only one who can solve any riddle.
He is Aris (Aris), yeah great ol' Aristotle,
And there ain't no question
That he can't answer.

ARIS

Tween time and space,

ARIS

CHORUS

So you see Heraclitus,
Who really has the clout,
Coz, unlike you,
I know what I'm talking about.
You may ask me what it is
That they all respect me for,
So I tell ya, you've got to
Get much more rapport.

What is the correlation?)
HERACLITUS

Sir, if you say that time
Has no start, no end,
I'm afraid on both counts,
What you say you can't defend.
CHORUS

CHORUS

Uh!

His name is Aris! His name is Aris!
His name is Aris! Aris! His name is Aris!

ARIS

CHORUS

Are you mad?

Brain gone bad?
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OBEY THE LAW

Sir, don't be so hasty,
There is something amiss;
I can show that the heavens
Wasn't just like this.
From equations by Friedman,
overlooked by Einstein
All conclude there's a starting
with a great big bang!
BOYLE

You, Peter Morris, and Robert Perry,
You'd never fathom the mystery.
No clear beginning, there's no final date
The Universe is a Steady State!

GALILEO

Never will I dare go against
Established order, it is not my goal
Face the truth, face the truth!
Truth will set us free; let it set us free
And let our minds be free to choose;
Face the truth, face the truth!

GALILEO

"Rorate caelidesuper
Et nufes pluant justum;
Aperiaturtera
Et germinet salvatorem...
Rorate caelidesuper
Et nufes pluant justum;
Aperiaturtera
Et germinet salvatorem..."
CARDINAL

Look down! Galileo, you heathen, a liar
Defying the order of things;
What "Two Worlds," what nonsense!
Are we to believe your lies
The earth moves, the sun stays,
The stars revolving around...
What "Two Worlds," what nonsense!
You fool!

Guilty, Guilty, Guilty, Guilty...
Guilty...Guilty!
"Rorate caelidesuper
Et nufes pluant justum;
Aperiaturtera
Et germinet salvatorem...
Rorate caelidesuper
Et nufes pluant justum;
Aperiaturtera
Et germinet salvatorem..."

Guilty, Guilty, Guilty, Guilty!

GALILEO

Truth will set us free; let it set us free
And let our minds be free to choose;
Face the truth, face the truth!
Guilty, Guilty!

PETER MORRIS

Wait and see, believe in me;
And open up your minds.
Let it start from your heart,
And the truth you'll find!
STUDENTS

Year after year, we hear the stories;
Is there a truth which can set us free?

CARDINAL

GALILEO

Only simple science, I was making
Simple observations of the stars,
Of the sun, of the sea;
What we see is true, no one can deny
how God has made the world so fine
You will see, you will see....

Guilty, Guilty, Guilty, Guilty!
Guilty, Guilty!
CARDINAL

Are we to believe your lies
The earth moves, the sun stays,
The stars revolving around...
What "Two Worlds," what nonsense!
You fool!
GALILEO

Never will I dare go against
Established order, it is not my goal
Face the truth, face the truth!
JURY

Guilty, Guilty, Guilty, Guilty
Guilty, Guilty, Guilty, Guilty

!
!
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CARDINAL

Shut up! Galileo, you heathen, a liar
Defying the order of things;
What "Two Worlds," what nonsense!

JURY

JURY

JURY

CARDINAL

Watch it! Galileo, you heathen, a liar
Contempt of court you have caused;
You're guilty, you're guilty! You fool!
JURY

Music and Words by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen

PETER MORRIS
CHORUS

Galileo is accused of heresies when he
published his book indicating that the
earth revolved around the sun.

BOYLE

No clear beginning, it's isotropic;
No set direction - was what it is.
And homogenous; we can demonstrate...
The Universe is a Steady State!

CARDINAL

Shut up! Galileo, you heathen, a liar
There is no proof of such thing;
No papers, no orders!

But this cannot be! Publication of the
Dialogue was your own decree
Check and see, it must be!

ARIS
PETER & ANNE

PETER

STARS

When will we ever
Come to terms with reality
Who'd make it plain for all to see?

STEADY STATE

For curiosity's sake,
what start had you in mind?

CHORUS

EMPEROR'S WRATH

Peter Morris disagrees with his
Professor about the beginning of the
universe.

Are we to believe your lies
The earth moves, the sun stays,
The stars revolving around....
What "Two Worlds," what nonsense!
You fool.... you heathen, a liar
Defying the order of things;
What "Two Worlds," what nonsense!

Anne sings about how Peter loves her
while Patricia cautions her.

HE THINKS OF M E
Music & Lyrics by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen
ANNE

I feel a glow within my heart.
We'd never want to be apart,
Now and forever, full of hope, so free
I know his mind, he thinks bf "me....
ANNE
Love-a
PATRICIA
Are you in
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ANNE

I can feel deep in my heart.

A farcical scene where Isaac argues
with his mother and inadvertently
discovers gravity.

PATRICIA

Well it seems, my dear,
You are so blind with love!

CHORUS

HAIL NEWTON!
Music & Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

ANNE

ISAAC

Makes you laugh, and it can make you
Cry when things don't work out!

Oh, dearest Mother Newton,
Why this fuss and why the noise?
Why are these people coming here
To rock my equipoise!
This world is ordered and created
With a master plan
I can't be bothered now with fish or fowl
In your frying pan!

PATRICIA

The very thing you have,
May one day make you sad...
ANNE

This is love - we are in love!
PATRICIA

MOTHER

But never mind t o m o r r o w - in love!

So, dear Master Newton,
You think you know it all.
You'll feel the weight upon your head
When this falls!
If you don't come this minute,
I'll box you on your ears.
Now move this way, and don't delay,
Stand here!

ANNE

The sweetest days are here to stay.
PATRICIA

You seem to have it all, dear!
ANNE

I like his mind, I like his ways.
PATRICIA

CHORUS

Enjoy the happy years...
ANNE

Hail! Isaac Newton we're here today;
Show us some grace, some face,
So please, come this way!

This is the man who will hold me
Tenderly...

ISAAC

PATRICIA

Just hold his hand, walk by his side,
And always lift him up....

Peter Morris is told of the disease which
would kill him very soon.

It's unnerving, so disturbing!
Why don't you let me be?
MOTHER

Come! Isaac Newton, we must begin.
It's getting late, can't wait
We're rumbling within!

Silently, the moments pass me by;
Quietly, the fear, it grows inside.
All the pleasures, and all the laughter,
Joy of living — denied!

Chorus
Oh! Isaac Newton! We're waiting still!
Your work is good and great
But we must be filled!

Is this the end? How will it be?
The world, it seems so dark.
But then again, why only me?
My calamity!

ISAAC

I think I've got the constants,
And I know the very reasons;
How planetary motions
Set the stage for all the seasons!
MOTHER

Wonderful, amazing,
How an apple shakes your brain;
So will you come and join us
Must I say it again!
Get rid of that apple,
Don't let it spoil our time
Of feasting and rejoicing
Through the night!

Food is serving,
Don't keep on squirming!
ISAAC & MOTHER

PATRICIA

Under the apple tree!

ISAAC

ISAAC

You know me not, my work is all my life;
The fish, the fowl, I'm full somehow,
forget it... good-bye!

I know his mind, he thinks of me.
PATRICIA

I know his mind, he thinks of me.
©7995 Serendip Productions & Rainbow Music

Ouch!
Help me, dearest Mother,
I'm a reeling from the shock;
But something great is happ'ning and
It must be from the knock!
A technicality but this is true originality!
The fundamental truth
I've found the basic law of gravity!

Is this the end? When will it be?
And deep within it hurts.
But then again, why only me?
Alone, what misery!

Well now, Isaac Newton!
Your guests can wait no more;
Just stop your jokes,
Appease these folks, before
They get tired and hungry
They want the fish and fowl...
Now do your part, let dinner
Start right now!

I know his mind, he thinks of me;
....his mind, he thinks of me;

PETER
PETER M O R R I S

MOTHER

ANNE

ANNE

Is THIS THE END?
Music and Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

CHORUS

Rats! Isaac Newton - he's simply mad!
He does his w o r k - a n d us
Our dinner goes bad!
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Act 2
We all have a right
The odds are on your side!

Oh, how silly, why should it bother me?
I might live till I'm way past seventy!
I will relish the sweetness of the day
As I make the best...
Of all that come my way!
Is this the end? Why must it be?
This life — it's so unfair.
How can it be, why only me?
Is this my destiny?
©1995 Rainbow Music & Serendip Productions

TILL THE END
Music and Lyrics by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

ANNE

There'll be a way,
You must not give up;
You shall be determined
To use the strength within.
Think of all the people
How they made it still;

Here I am, losing all my hopes
I'll never make it through!
ANNE

No, think for a moment,
How they made it still;
All you want to do
Your mind can see you through!
PETER

How far can I go?
What lies beyond the night?
With you by my side,
I'll give it one last fight!
Now I feel I can carry on
I'll reach for all my dreams!
Dreams of the beginning,
What lies beyond the stars...
PETER & ANNE

Let's go, let us fly
Into the starlit sky!
PETER

I know I can reach it!
My heart's full of hope.
I'll meet the test
It'll be my lifelong quest!
PETER & ANNE

Time waits for no man.
We must not delay!
Maybe there's a plan
We'll make it till the end...!
©1995 Rainbow Music & Serendip Productions

A song and dance number where
Einstein appears.

RELATIVITY EXPRESS
Music and Words by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen
CHORUS

Chute Choo...
Choo choo choo choo choo...
Light years away, some other world,
Time holds no bounds,
So we've been told.
The Milky Way, the shooting stars,
The beams of light that come from afar...
And here we go a spinning
Round and round! (Choo...)
Dance to the rhythm
Of a new, exciting beat (yeah, keep on!)
Space algorithms, feel the heat...
(Off the seat and on your feet!)
Chute choo choo choo choo...
Chute choo choo choo...
Light years away, some other world,
Time holds no bounds,
So we've been told.
The Milky Way, the shooting stars,
The beams of light that come from afar...
And here we go a spinning
Round and round! (Choo...)
Dance to the rhythm
Of a new, exciting beat (yeah, keep on!)
Space algorithms, feel the heat...
(Off the seat and on your feet!)
Ride through the waves
Relativity at play.
Quantums of light
Energise through the day!

Chute choo choo choo choo...
Wow, wow, wou,...
Choo choo choo choo...
Dance to the rhythm
Of a new, exciting beat (yeah, keep on!)
Space algorithms, feel the heat...
Wou...Wou...Wou!
Choo choo choo choo choo
Dance to the rhythm, dance to the beat,
Just keep on going, wow, wow, wou,....
Ah

ka-Pow!

From now on it's greatness
Never will it stop!
We are the glory,
The eighth wonder of the world;
We have the treasures
Of knowledge and truth!
All in our m i n d s - y e s ,
We are absolutely right,
We are the way, axiomatically,
The light!
Ah
Dadadada
the light!
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Peter is accepted as part of the elite in
the academic world.

Music and Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey
CHORUS

We are the glory,
The eighth wonder of the world;
We have the treasures
Of knowledge and truth!
All in our m i n d s - y e s ,
We are absolutely right,
We are the way, axiomatically,
The light!
Peter, you are a master We are all masters too.
And, how the masses want to lap up
Ideas from us and you.
Truth is truth,
We define what truth shall be;
What's reality?
In our books they will see.
Yes, my friend,
You have made it to the top;

Your tender love and your smile...
I miss so much;
Longing for your touch
(Your kiss, you held me tight).
The lonely night feels so cold,
You'd never know I need your love!
Once, everything was sweet,
Now by myself I sleep.
Our love could last forever,
But now my heart bleeds!

THIS IS THE END

Suddenly, I feel the glow inside;
Anxiously, I'd hope for this tonight.
All the pleasures, things to discover,
Joy of f i n d i n g - i t ' s mine!

Your tender love and your smile...
I miss so much;
Longing for your touch
(Your kiss, you held me tight).
The lonely night feels so cold, you'd
never know I need your love!

Is this the end? No more to know...
Why things should rise or fall...
This is the end, and curtains close,
Oh yes, I have it all....

Though we are apart,
You're still in my heart....
The memories of love; just you and me.
What's come between our love!

Music and Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

PROCESSIONAL

Seems it doesn't matter
Like everything's just fine.
Friends were here tonight,
Wished you were by my side.
I'm yearning for the moments,
We spent by the firelight...

PETER M O R R I S
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The marriage breaks down and Anne
laments in her song.

I NEED YOUR LOVE
Music & Words by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen
ANNE

Another year slips by,
I'm left alone to cry.

Your tender love and your smile....
I miss so much;
Longing for your touch
(Your kiss, you held me tight).
The lonely night feels so cold,
You'd never know I need your love!

Peter feels that he has lost everything.

Everyone finds his own destiny and they
sing joyously.

I

GONNA MAKE IT A BETTER DAY

HAD IT ALL

Music and Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moey

Music and Words by Desmond Moey & Kenneth Lyen

Soar...
High-er!
I'm gonna live out the plans I say...

PETER MORRIS

THE COMPANY

The world within my two hands;
It wasn't long ago.
To do my work at Oxford;
Nothing's beyond my hold.
I worked on quarks and leptons,
Quasars and black holes too;
I had it a l l - t h e cosmos
I knew what's left to know!

Goodness me! Big disgrace,
Solar eclipse has taken place;
His name is Aris, Aris
Yeah, great ol' Aristotle,
The only who can solve any riddle.
Guilty, guilty, guilty, guilty, guilty, guilty,
Guilty...
Hail! Isaac Newton!
Choo choo choo choo,
Choo choo choo choo!

Then came the blow - so sudden;
Perhaps just two short years.
There was no hope, no future;
Tomorrow's so unclear.
But Anne, my love, my darling,
All of herself she'd give;
She helped me through my trials,
Gave me the strength to live!
But life just slipped away;
Alone and sad each day.
Not even Anne could help me,
No one for me my fears allay,
No one to chase my blues away...
If I can find the answer,
The law that binds the world.
There'll be no pain, no sorrow,
Solutions I'll propose.
The missing link so vital,
I'll have it in my hands...
I had it all, this glory,
But will it simply end?

Such a fool,
To need you,
But I do....

Now life has slipped away;
For Anne, she would not stay.
Nobody else can help me,
No one for me my fears allay,
I had it a l l - i t ' s gone away...!
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Light...
Bright..
Stars...
Soar...

Stars...
Yon-der...
Gonna make it a better day;
Gonna chase all my blues away;

Strong-er...
Fi-re...
Yon-der...
High-er!

Come on up! We are movin' on;
Jour-ney up to the far, and the beyond.
Gonna reach for my hopes and dreams,
Gonna reach for the gem deep within!
Way out! Sha-La!
North, South? Which way to choose?
East, West? Get up - no time to lose!

Way out! Sha-La!
Up, Down? Which way to choose?
Left, Right? Get up - no time to lose!
Way out! Sha-La!
Up, Down? Which way to choose?
Left, Right? Get up - no time to lose!
Way out! Sha-La!
North, South?
Now which way to choose?
East, West? Get up - no time to
(fade)
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The cast appears to sing the finale.

BIG BANG! REPRISE
Music & Words by Kenneth Lyen & Desmond Moe

Leave behind all your wretched past;
Gonna make it this time, it's gonna last!
Make tomorrow a better day,
Set the future aglow, come what may.
Way out! Sha-La!
Up, Down? Which way to choose?
Left, Right? Get up - no time to lose!
Light...
Strong-er...
Gonna make it a better day;
Gonna chase all the blues away;

THE COMPANY

And so we search the universe;
To find that singularity The truth shall be the guiding light
For all eternity.
Clear, bright, visions of the past;
Space, time the only things that last!
Lead us to where we once began
The single great Big Bang!
©7995 Rainbow Music & Serendip Productions

Bright...
Fi-re...
Gonna live out the plans I say;
Gonna get it - I'm here to stay!
(Wo-o-oh!)

INTERVIEW WITH THE
CREATIVE TEAM
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A KENNETH LYEN & DESMOND M O E Y MUSICAL

Act 1
1.

BIG

2.

ASTRONOMERS' SWOE

3.

EMPEROR'S WRATH

11 Is THIS THE END?
12. TILL THE END

BANG!

Art 2
13. RELATIVITY EXPRESS

4. STARS

14. PROCESSIONAL

5. I LIKE YOUR MIND

8. ASIS

15. THIS IS THE END

7. STEADY STATE
8. OBEY THE LAW
9. HE THINGS OF ME

10.HAILNEWTON!
PRODUCED FORRECORDBY:

16. I NEED YOUR LOVE
17.IHADITALL
18.GONNAMAKEITABETTERDAY
19.BIGBANG!REPRISE
20.INTERVIEWWITHTHECREATIVETEAM
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Rainbow Music

ACT 1
1.

BIG BANG!

2.

ASTRONOMERS' WOES

3.

EMPEROR'S WRATH

4.

STARS

5.

I LIKE YOUR MIND

6.

ARIS

7.

STEADY STATE
OBEY THE LAW

9.

HE THINKS OF M E

BIG BANG! THE MUSICAL

10. HAIL NEWTON!
1 1 . Is THIS THE END?
12. TILL THE END

ACT

2

BIG BANG! THE MUSICAL

8.

13. RELATIVITY EXPRESS
14. PROCESSIONAL
PRODUCED FOR RECORD BY:

15. THIS IS THE END!
16. I NEED YOUR LOVE

Kenneth Lyen

17. I

EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

18. GONNA MAKE IT A BETTER DAY

HAD IT ALL

19. BIG BANG! REPRISE

Desmond Moey

20. INTERVIEW WITH THE CREATIVE TEAM
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